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Abstract

Prisonegg is a collection of thirty-two poems centered around the duality of prisons. The
poetry comments on how binaries play out in relationships, and how the binary codes

of

relationships can both imprison and liberate. Sonics-anaphora, rþthm, dissonance-

play an essential role in the construction of the poetry. The poems in this collection create
an ephemeral déjà vu effect with their sounds and imagery. This manuscript is heavily

influenced by a speculative/science fiction framework, with authors and poets like

William Gibson, Brenda Shaughnessy, Arthur C. Clarke, and Kimiko Hahn inviting the
reader to reflect on the many worlds within one human being.
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Preface
Poetry is a prison. Full of constraint, full of rules ready to be broken. That's what

I like about being a poet. There's

a need

for structure. And also

a need

to break out.

Poetry is history too. Does that make me an archaeologist? Forever digging.
Reading a poem that makes you wonder is like unearthing words spoken two millennia
ago.

It just took me a quarter-century to dig around its walls, yet throughout these two
years at Stonecoast

I'm still not sure ifl have dug far

enough to see the

full extent of

those walls.

I came late to poetry, only really getting serious about five years ago. I feel I am
playing catch up with the canon, with its history. That's good for me because I grew up
on mythology. When the other kids were reading The Hardy Boys or Roald Dahl or Dr.
Seuss,

I was reading Edith Hamilton's Mytholog,, or National Geographic, or the

Encyclopedia Britannicø. I was reading about the history of Masada or the genealogy

of

the Greek gods. I was listening to my grandmother explain about mayflower mythology,
or about how this blue berry was darker than a blueberry and her saying "that's a bird

berry, we don't eat those." And to my shame I must admit that I didn't even know about

Charlotte's Web when I was younger,I had to wait until I was37 to cry like I was

10.

In those younger years, I didn't know there was a thing called poetry. Yes, I read

Ovid's Metamorphosls. I knew those poems to be magical, yet I was no magician. Not
yet anyway. I grew up on the outside as if I were an imposter, betraying all teenage
literary canon. I remember trying to spark a conversation with other
'oHephaestus,"

6th graders.

I would start. "Who," they would exclaim back to me. It didn't go much
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farther. So I had books, but told the wrong tales. I had something to say but no one
beyond the birds and trees and stones to listen. I was too queer for the males in my

childhood; no, I did not know what a distributor cap was, nor how many home runs Wade
Boggs hit last year, or how a BB gun worked. As much as I wanted to be one of the

brothers-Zeus, Poseidon, even Hades--I was, at best,

a

mimrr gocl. On the fringes

of

popularity. One whose tales are a paragraph long.
Now, I don't mean for this to be a sad tale; it's not. It's a tale of creation and
climbing. It's a story others may share similarities with, but it is my story, my myth.
We're all made of myth.
Yet some myth is fraud in hindsight.

My first experience with professional writing was when I applied for the
Stonecoast Writers Conference right before graduating, with an English degree, from the

University of Southern Maine. I was kindly accepted (Thank you Justin); my writing
examples were poetry, not fiction. Looking back

I'm really not sure how I ended up in

Theodora Goss's fiction workshop. Maybe I wanted to tell stories and didn't think I could
do that in poetry.

I applied

as a poet, but knew

been in Laurie Albanese's poetry workshop.

I wanted to write stories. I should have

I didn't realize that I could write stories and

write poetry at the same time. V/hat do you call someone who wants the best of both
worlds? I wanted to worldbuild, yet I also felt drawn to the attention a single line gets in
poetry. I was lucky at Stonecoast; I coulcl do both, I could learn both, I could have a
passion t'or both atthat contêrence. And now I think that was the first time

I realized just

how special Stonecoast was, continues to be. There was roofir for rrre. I could be a poet, a
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storyteller, a worldbuilder, an archaeologist. I could say Hephaestus and then have an
hour-long conversation on the merits of being a minor god.
In her poem "Archaeology," Katha Pollitt begins with an epigraph by translator
and poet Jonathan Galassi: "Our real poems are already in us and all we can do is dig."

Excavating questions: Do we have to wait until we are older to dig those poems up? Do
we have to wait until there's something to dig, or are we born with our poems? Is there a
generational inheritance that has followed us since humans have walked upright, smashed

maffow from bone, painted our faces, sat around the firelight remembering the stories
and myths our elders told?

The answers to these questions are as varied as our myths and our history, what
we do and don't teach, what we ultimately find worthy to remember. Vy'e are all looking

for the agency to tell our story. When we find that agency depends on a lot of factors;
some of us are born with the ability to pass on our history, some of us have to wait until

the gravity of time pulls at us, still others never get that chance and their ancestors tell it

for them. That is the prison of history and the poetry of a prison. Some are free yet can't
walk outside the walls to freedom.

I was a military prison guard at Leavenworth in Kansas. When I think of poetry, I
think of

a

prison. I think of a prison's history, its inhabitants, its stories, its failures and

successes, its

ability to transform or break, its knife's edge approach to life and liberty.

How else was I to know constraint shapes and breaks you at the same time? I was a guard
at a military prison in Kansas during my twenties. For seven years, my life was a

dichotomy between confinement and escape. I love-hated the structure of marching, the
singing of a simple chorus amongst my brothers and sisters: "Your left, your left, your
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left right left" and the constant need for perfection in formation; the rhythm of movement
molded me. I also wanted to be free but didn't understand that the prison was the perfect
place to be free.

How was I to know that marching would lead to poetry? In the years after leaving
the military,

I became closely acquainted with the dirt road I lived on. All of its rocks. All

of its rivulets formed after heavy rains. All the slugs and worms and ants making a life

of

their own on the dirt road, stretching or crawling across it, be it for ten minutes or two
hours. At certain points in the road, I can smell the cow farm through the forest as if there
were a current between my nostrils and their manure and hay. Yet every day I walked
down the dirt road, the repetition felt less like a prison, more like tuning into everything's
cadence.

Once in a while, I would chant an old marching hymn:

down on your right."

I'd

say

o'lJp

on your left foot,

it over and over, up and down that road, until something

else

came out of my mouth. My breath transformed what was inside into iambic meter. The

words left my lungs line by line. Yet I didn't write them down. I waited. I walked. I
marched the words. Each footfall a reminder or a regret.

I could

keep them, or let those

words go and let them be part of someone else's myth. \Mhat stayed I wrote down in a
notebook every other lap. There and back again on that dirt road.
\Malking is essential for me. Nature is essential to me. There is a Japanese
experience called Shinrin-yoku, forest bathing. To walk in nature, to give yourself time to

think, to breathe the same air as animals, the air trees allow us to take into ourselves. That
is poetry. The joumcy is the story. Basho creal.ed the haibun, a hybrid between prose and

haiku that focuses on exploration. Poetry Foundation describes the haibun as following
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two paths, "the external images observed en route, and the internal images that move
through the traveler's mind during the journey." The haibun, and the zuihitsu (drifting

like a cloud), are two poetry forms that allowed me to tell a story, something that I
always wanted to do. The experience of the journey remains at the heart of my world. But

wayfaring without knowledge can be dangerous.
Ray Bradbury said "You can't learn to write in college. It's a very bad place for

writers." He advocated for the library and self-discovery, and reminded us that "the
library has no biases. The information is all there for you to interpret. You don't have
someone telling you what to think." Good advice. And I tried it, tried to do

it on my own.

But you can't just dive in, wade around like you're at some all-inclusive resort in the
Dominican Republic. It's not playtime. One huge wave and you're done. My tsunami was
a question:

V/hat is considered "good" poetry, poetry to be read over and over again,

poetry that teaches? Writing demands us to read, and read a lot.
There are books that changed my life, beyond the obvious ones-Zord of the
Rings, Dune, Shogun, Starship Troopers, Rendezvous with Rama, Neuromancer. One
the books wasn't a book of poetry yet changed how

full;

of

I experienced myself, made me more

a reservoir deep in the cavems inside my body experienced

light for the first time.

That human drama leans in, whispers something that slowly burns inside, days and
months later it's revealed the toil of understanding can't be instantaneous. It's like déjà

vu, experienced over and over until the subtleties hit you like prison bricks.
That's how Kate Chopin's The Awakening, felt.I wish I had read this book as a
young husband. But that was 20 years ago, and the military consumed everything. There
was no time to think about understanding. Maybe
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I could have listened to my wife

without my own story trying to be told first. Damn if I'm the Robert! But I was then.
Now, am I Edna? Is it possible to begin "to do as she liked and to feel as she liked"? It
took that long to self-realize! Was my wife like Edna and like Edna "once she stopped,
and taking off her wedding ring, flung it upon the carpet. When she saw
stamped her heel upon it, striving to crush
one that

I should have

it lying there, she

it." Those words let me into a different world,

been part of a long time ago.

It's corny to think that the tttle

The

Awakening is what happened to me. It's sad too.
Poetry is like prison, full of rules ready to be broken in time. Yet poems are also

history, we constantly know more the closer we look at each stratum.
As an English undergraduate at USM,I took a class with Gibson Fay-Leblanc,
then poet laureate of Portland, Maine. He introduced me to two books of poetry that
showed me two different things. Each book was like a Taoist yin and yang

symbol-both

created a whole by focusing on different elements.

The first book, How To Be Drawn by Terrance Hayes, dazzledme with its
experiments in form. That is what I experienced first. o'Portrait of Etheridge Knight In
The Style Of A Crime Report." o'Who Are The Tribes." Poems like these made me
realize possibility. Being a novice poet,
and call it poetry. As

I didn't think one could take these foreign forms

I really read Hayes, I appreciated the emotion of poems like "Model

Prison Model" and "How To Draw A Perfect Circle." The complexity of emotion in the
narration of these poems made me cry. They still make me cry today.

I devoured the second book on an airplane to Washington D.C. When I initially
booked the trip (in July), I hacl envisioned seeing Hilary Clinton take the oath of offrce.
The trip was somber until

I opened Brenda Shaughnessy's Our Andromeda. The forms in
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her book slanted the way

I thought about the structure of a poetry book. Each numbered

and titled section possessed its own identity, but when

I got to her last poem, "Our

Andromeda," it reminded me of a life lived. Every poem I experienced in Shaughnessy's
previous sections built the emotional weight. The floodgates of "Our Andromeda"
opened.

A poem about a sick son and exhausted and adoring mother struggling to find

meaning. There's no other poem like the first poem to make you weep, not just cry, but to
take all emotion inside of you and let your body weep.
The duality of structure and emotion remains a blueprint for how I write my
poems. But those two seminal books of poetry aren't my only guides.
The poem I wish to emulate the most: "First Sex" from Quiver by Susan Somers-

Willett.
The book of poetry that is my animal spirit: Kimiko Hahn's The Narrow Road to
the Interior.

The poet I could read on my deathbed and still feel alive: V/alt Whitman and his
Song of Myself.

The poetry book I read three times in a row in a single sitting: The Book

of

Nightmares by Galway Kinnell.
The poet who is a prophet for me: Kahlil Gibran.
The modern classic: Jericho Brown's The Tradítion.
The academic powerhouse: Dørk Fields of the Republic by Adrienne Rich.

And the poem I want to be: Tanikawa Shuntaro's "Alone in Two Billion Light
Years."
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When I attended my first Stonecoast workshop, it was with Cate Marvin, and

frankly, I didn't know if I could go on after being in it. She was quick and abrasive yet
insightful. Having her as my first workshop leader was like aZen koan. I thought my
mind was going to explode. We had some great 4th semester poets in there-Catherine,
Becca, Tyler,

Linclsey-all of them with honest feeclback, I mean really honest. And

rounding out the roster of poets were firsties Becky and Genevie. That was a tough first
workshop. Eight poets. I almost quit. I didn't; I sucked it up and really thought about
everything that was said in the workshop. Allow yourself to be messy. Just write. Grow
some tough skin. Read, read, read. You are a poet.

The first half of my Stonecoast MFA was a blur. Luckily, the second part was
buffered by some great seminars. Visiting poet and lecturer, Colin Cheney, held what I

would consider the best seminar of my MFA. First, I hated the book he assigned: Orient
by Nicholas Gulag. I just didn't understand the poetry. He said that's why we're here
today. Second, only three students attended his seminar. I felt bad until he smiled, rolled
up his sleeves, told us to sit in a circle, he joined us and we got down to the business

of

excavating a book of poetry. We dug deep into two poems for two hours. Etymology.

Word association. Hardcore marginalia. It was perfect to have a small group talking
intensely about poems.
The poems of Bob Kaufman, a weird fascinating person. A poet who I knew

nothing about until Tara Betts' seminar. I am absolutely grateful to her for the
introduction of Bob Kautman into my litè. The poems "ABOMI-INIST MANIFEST" and
"The Ancient Rain" showed rne how poets can really write. To go from an absurclist truth

I

poem to an anaphoric soulful poem is quite amazing. Tara Betts and Bob Kaufman made
me look at the United States from a perspective not my own, not white and rural.
Cara Hoffrnan led my last

MFA workshop. Mixed geffe. Eight writers. Some

poets, some essayists, some CNFers.
19).

All failed Ireland Stonecoasters (damn you Covid-

I didn't know what to expect with Cara, didn't know much about her, about her

process, her style of leading a workshop. This is where I would say: "But when

I walked

into the room, I. . .." But what really happened was that I sat down, logged in, and stared
at a screen. And that's alright, because what happened over four days was magical and
the perfect way to end my last residency. This was the first workshop where the students

did not workshop each other's poems; we workshopped our own. In four of Cara's
exercises,

I was able to obliterate overused patterns and unnecessary words. By taking

away all action words or phrases, I saw where I was telling too much in my poems.

Another exercise had us taking away all descriptions, all adjectives. It was pure noun and
verb. What struck me was how immediate I saw my poetry in a different light. By taking

words away I found new poems, new life in my poetry.

Two immense workshops bookending my MFA experience. I'm lucky. I finally
feel that I have climbed enough to see the sunrise of my labors at Stonecoast. I had the
tools to climb that prison wall. Tools like confidence, like editing skills; my poetic mind

thinks differently now.

And I think this attitude plays out in the types of poems I'm writing for this
manuscript. My poetry is about creation and history, but it's also about the pleasure
possible answers. I think I had to reach mid-life to start exploring. Time enables
perspective. I'm exploring my history, my future. And I'm also exploring my future
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of

histories from different timelines, the what could-be's and could have-been's, and
sometimes the what are's.

I'm talking about

ancestral knowledge;

I'm talking about

returning to a possible future; I'm talking about the freedom to choose, and imagining
those choices affecting what knowledge gets passed on, which is buried so deep it takes
generations to understatrd, what childhood battles reanimate themselves as we, our older
selves, then try to pass on our knowledge.

Prison. Robots. Family. This is my life. These are my poems. The building blocks

of my thesis tells my history, or the many possibilities one history can have. History can
be true, can be fiction. My manuscript recounts the story of characters Jonathan and

Gravlheurt. One human, one robot. One journey from Homo sapiens to human. One

exploration between prison and freedom through millennia.
Poets are storytellers. They tell

it slant. They imagine forking paths.

'We

can be on

the right and wrong paths; the left and right wooded corridors; those poetic dirt roads.
The story of my life is written in verse, in stanzas. Anaphora, repetition, assonance-all

play their parts in my story. My history repeats itself, and when it returns it's changed
somehow. Each book I read, each poem I recite, each line develops into my history.

My parents are old. Retired. And some days they just sit around, sleeping or
playing Yahtzee or watching tv shows. But in the moming we do Tai Chi, try to beat
back the Covid-19 blues. Twenty minutes. We breathe. We move slowly. But sometimes

my

clacl cloes

the movements too quickly. The process of slow moving is not the goal for

him; it's the end, the ending, the thing in his mind that says "I've completed the
exercise." Sometimes I have to say to him "Slow down. Be with me. Breal.he." The
exeroise is the joumey; the result is not whaf. to strive for.
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Poetry is like that for me. The process is the poetry. The finished poem is not my
goal, really. The slowing is my goal. The digging is my goal. The process is both prison
and excavation. The prison is my poem. The discovery is my poetry.

LL

pr¡son

a

ll

egg

place or situation from which you cannot escape

{.

an animal reproductive body consisting of an ovum

together with its nutritive and protective envelopes
and having the capacity to develop into a new

individual capable of independent existence

T2

T3

IN THE BEGINNING
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Fairy Tales From The Moon
Why can't we walk outside
without moondust creeping
in at night. Short sentences
leave residue in our lungs.
We breathe, and some words
leave our breath wanting
our eyes to close forever,
to rest in Earthlit evenings.
Your eyelids make me
homesick; I'm wanting
to close mine too, to get
home quicker than light.
I'm here. I'm right here.
Don't let me float away
an inch and half a year.
Tether me to your sun,
tell me an Earth story
that I'll cherish as truth.
I want to believe this moon
is our world, not just a body
dying after impact
like lovers in mid-collapse
making the best of worlds
colliding, knowing the end
is neither of them whole again.
I want to believe our home
is not a short story.
We're still living it.

15

X'rench Toast

I don't remember my half-sister living
with us when I was young.
I remember the flat black electric griddle warming
pats of Blue Bonnet butter skating
as if the Ice Capades were in town,

my mother driving a knife's tip,
directing the dance till gone.
Day-old Country Kitchen breacl sopped
up memories like their bakery did
on Riverside Drive, next to the Rollerdrome.
The smell baked the entire neighborhood
into loaves.

My half-sister would scream
when the yellow cheese
landed exactly square on the French toast.
I remember my father and her
eating theirs cheese-less;
my mother and I had to wait
for the American to drip and sizzle

My mother was magic
with cheese, and melting.
My father's family were
spellbreakers, calling lunch dinner
But what was breakfast beyond
a word we all came to know
as separation?

I remember my sister leaving
one morning in a car the color
oftoast, boys burning backseat holes.
When I see my half-sister now
she never mentions French toast,
she always talks about grilled cheeses.
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Ghost Notes

I remember Ozzy Osborne speaking
about when he was on tour with Zeppelin,
how he said Robert Plant used to put out
cigarettes on the flesh of groupies
just because he could.
There were childhood stories
of Ozzy biting the heads off bats
and stomping puppies on stage,
reminds me of my half-sister upside down
on her twin bed pounding
the soles of her feet against rose
and thorn wallpaper.
I'd sing to her when she slept
death don't have no mercy.

I've already wasted my whole life
remembering those invisible threads
swept up during spring cleaning
after she slouched down in the backseat
of a shirbrown Saturn
chasing smoke rings
from mullet-mustached boys.
John Bonham's ghost notes, solid as gas

on exoplanets, solid as gold grooves
traveling 17 kilometers per second, solid
as ash on a hotel carpet in Philadelphia.

I remember the

space

between us and the records
she spun in the next room
travelling faster than soundwaves,
faster than I could catch them.
There was a time I believed
I didn't have a half-sister
singing two notes
below rumor.
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A Bear for Priscila: Zuihitsu
At recess, Priscila-a wire thin, loud-mouthed seven year old girl from Angola-runs
towards me, fully out of breath, screaming. Three girls chase her. Between the swings.
Up stone steps. Through clumps of muddy grass. They almost catch her when she throws
her arms around my waist, tilts her head up, her hot playground breath gasping Help mc.
The three girls-Maria, Shekenniah, Estrella-circled us like prey.I4rhat's going on
here? I demand in my roughest teacher growl. All four girls start to laugh, smile like
they're hungry and run off in a pack. Maria yells You won't catch me ! She the rabbit to
their fox now. The playground is wild.
*

I'm talking about the girls
who become obsessed with horses,
or wolves, or witches, and who knew
themselves to be wild creatures
like those. They vanish outdoors,
hiding in trees, sticking their hands
in dirt, making potions from mud
qnd sticks. They escape
into complex worlds of their own
imagining, shared between
other little girls or
in solitary kingdoms.
-Bonnie Mary Liston, "The V/ildness of Girls"

*
On Monday Priscila hugs me, asks Will you runwith me? Grabs my hand and foxes out.

*

I wake up early that day. A Girls on the Run celebratory 5K. Priscila stands stomping her
sneakers, bare feet, just getting over a cold. I wish she'd worn ¿ warmer jacket, or socks,
or scarf and hat. She pushes me in the direction of vendor-sponsored hot cocoa and maple
syrup drizzled pancakes.

The grizzly sun rises over the palking lot, a glaze of grassy lrost evaporates, stays close
to the ground. There's a sea of pink shirts: GOTR. On my back Priscila and Maria pin a
Rururing Buddy placard.

1_8

I hold Priscila's sticky hand at the starting line. She smile-laughs and high-fives Maria,
who slaps Shekenniah on the arm, who grabs Estrella's ribbon-pink braided hair and tugs
for readiness.
The pop gun pops.

Priscila starts dragging me, running like recess, without regard to limitations.

:&

I wish I were a girl again, half savage and hardy, andfree
-Emily Bronte, "Vy'uthering Heights"

r,l<

Little feet shake the Earth, provides a cadence, breathing acts like words in a poem. Into
the woods we go.
Priscila stops, begins to walk, then coughs. She spits something brown onto a frosty fall
leaf; it warms the leaf like an ink blot on paper. I rub her back. She wipes the leftovers on
her sleeve, and we continue. Girls pass us, their buddies cheer us on. Priscila doesn't
want any of that.

I wanna enioy

I ask her. Her walking
becomes hyper-vigilant. Polar. Brown. Grizzly. Black.I remind her that bears are kinds
dangerous. She scans the treeline . I don't care. I'll protect you. She runs ahead, then
stomps back to me, bear-like, bears teeth, and attacks. Hug me to death!
the woods. See the bears. What type of bear?

*

She points to paw prints. Claw marks dug past topsoil, into clay
We need a song, a poem to

protect

us.

We come up with a song as real as teeth:
Bear, bear, beør / Beautiful black bear
If you want to eat us / You'll høve to eat a pair
She sings

it

so

loudly other girls run past us afraid.
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Pâté
for Selma

How much more love
can my black cat give
mc than to lcavc mc
the best parts

of an eviscerated squinel?

I wonder about all those other
cat owners that fling their gifts
with sticks, that kick hearts
with the tip of their shoes,
wrap livers in tissue
trashing odes to vitality.

Not me! I put the livers and hearts
in a snack- sized Ziploc bag
andfteeze them into nutrient nuggets.
Once every two weeks

after collecting sufficient organs
I dice them finely, dust them
with pepper, salt, splash EVOO
and sauté with onions, olives.

I share with

Selma.

The first morsel goes to her,
she licks the demitasse spoon,
lick after lick, until clean.
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Test Pit
You stood there, that one tooth always grinning behind your non-smile. That non-smile
bit into me.
I wasn't part of the laughter at the gravel pit, granite being crushed so fine it
erased

all history of where in the stratification it belonged.
I wasn't part of your heritage of grossly male progeny.
I was unmale. To you.
Yeah, I didn't like trucks. I sure wasn't going to be part of the family construction
business.
I couldn't tell you
where a distributor cap went
what percentage of oil and gas to mix
how to change a spark plug
why diesel was different from leaded
or who the hell this Uncle Henry you kept talking about every goddamn
weekend.
That stuff didn't bother me though, not really not really until I was older
did I realize I thought you despised me. Maybe you did. Don't know. I care
and worry
and wonder
and yearn
only after you died and gave away everything to your second wife
and her family. You deserve her. You were weak for not knowing
how to live with yourself. That's what you get, to die a thousand times
in my fantasies. In your will there'd be nothing for me; I'd be crushed.
You gave away our ancestral land and the house I ran to as a child
to a stranger who drives by every day. V/aves to me like I'm the asshole.

I grew up so I could be the disappointment
not winning baseball, football, hockey, even foosball,
losing summer afternoon wrestling matches. A dozen cousins
not caring I wasn't the man I needed to be
victorious, pointing fingers in faces and laughing.

I was the first one to attend college. Of all your grandchildren, I was the one.
Why hadn't you and Grammie come to my graduation?
Years later your daughter told me you and Grammie were half way there
but you turned the truck around. No further comment. Just red faced.

Yeah, I'11 show you
a man.

I'm

2T

The Army recruiting office was in a strip mall, in a small office full of flags and bullshit.
I remember the B&W photo of you, standing on the steps of city hall, waiting

with the other recruits.
You looked like a thug, like a doughboy waiting to die.
The photo remains
in my possession,
you're still a ghost pressed flat.
You never did shake my hand
for being the only one of my sousins to join the army.
Patriotic? Nah! Just paying my college loans back.
I spent 7 years looking
at balls and dicks and assholes
in prison where my fellow
guards were as guilty
as the inmates. The history
ofrocks and how rocks
behave under pressure.

When I got married, you did not attend.
Was it because she was Black,
or that you were so flabbergasted
I wasn't gay.
I'd hate to think of either option as an opportunity to disappoint.
When I was little Grammie sat me down at the kitchen table full of photos; history like
food. Each one left residue, left hunger; we tried to place them into stories. But you'd
come in demanding lunch, hands engine-greased, Lava soap scraping away the stories
you'd tell my male cousins. You'd laugh without me. In the garage not meant for me.

You always called me o'Charlie." I thought it was some war thing, some way to say
I was the enemy. Didn't know it was your name too
until it was too late to worry
about the double-edgedness

it crcatcd.
Did I frighten you?
W'as I too close, did you want to be me?
I frighten myself sometimes,
wonder if our crushed rocks
are big enough
to line a cemetery.

You only ever asked nìe one question.
No, you don't make any money as an archaeologist.
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THERE ARE T\ilO
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Sor Juana Eats Apples in Front of Men, And Laughs
Have you ever seen a bee
burst with orchard lust?
It's funny how they wobble,
ass backwards away
from their sex food.
Reminds me of 40 somethings
fucking 20 somethings,
each encounter
like the swell before
a wave breaks.
Her eyelids make me homesick
every time she laughs
at her own inside joke-

Gorgias' defense of Helen.
Fucking Sophists!
Erotic and painful
like a lonely library
where rough vellum
waits to be touched again.
Lust. Gimme a break!
She insists we go
see The Graduate.
Her terse,
rhetorically feminine
lips spread
every time Anne Bancroft
lashes out in horny anguish.
She makes another joke,
this one smolders
a crisp hole in the demiurge.

In the dark she uses
too much tongue; it's mean
and tightly sprung like
a bishop reading criticism.
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I try to keep up with her
but there's no room
for 4,000 books
in my mouth.
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The Fact Is, Portland Is For
getting drunk on two Peeper Pale Ales
as you and I sing Julia down on the pier.

In the moming someone takes
a picture of two bottles,
fog spiraling from their lips.
It was hot last night!
Portland's for the Milky V/ay,
watering holes flood each
astronomical high tide, it seems
like a city undressing itself
in the shade of the moon.
I can hear Portland Headlight

collecting yawns, your breath
like a salt bar slide,
like two chewed shot glasses:
gutter has-beens and ant hill as-ifs
The facts of the night come back
to the cobblestone worms

trying to inch below the cracks.
It's turmoil-the real dirt.
What's it like to cool down
so fast not even life wants to hang on?
Bad facts! Adults in heat,
wet dreams and two-seaters near the ocean.

Low tide, you and I, try to stay dry
with our hands down each other's shorts.

I come to you in a wedding dress and veil
and you say take that

ofl
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I'm not nearly drunk enough
for fantasies. The fact is
there's water stains on my knees
and it's too late to tell you white doesn't float
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20 Minutes from Asakusa to Daimon Station

Huh! There's no real etiquette
in front ofdozens ofstrangers
you want to pray in.

for sweating through your shirt
on a train to the temple

Tokyo in September is like
Boston after the 4th,
utterly barbaric heat,
goddamn
but
the subways
on the JR line, ice cold.

I stand, though there's

scattered seats available:
one by a tardy salaryman

pseudo-manspreading,
not enough to be American,

two by an elderly obaasan,
her face as youthful as her
daughter and granddaughter,
one more by three teens switching
between English and German.

There must be a local festival near Nihombashi,
thin bodies rush out,
seats clear. I sit
a little drier
a

little less like Beantown.

Two feet root themselves in front of me,
nails painted plum
a big toe winking at me
in Louboutin sandals.
Is it proper for me

to be
so close

our knees
strike up
conversation?

From her Gucci Ophidia bag she

draws

a black wide-toothed comb and compact

straightens her straight black bangs her hips willow with the track's clack clack clack
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Observing herself in the tinted mirror-window behind

me

she powders

etiquette to her cheeks, jawline, the warm triangle where neck meets shirt button.

Why doesn't she sit down?

I want her to stay,
our knees are laughing.
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To My Married Setf, At Twenty-Four
after Bre nda Shaughne s sy

If there was more time to love you,
I made it. Without exception, without relief.
Is this what love does? It empties
like a desert river as we walk
hand in hand with subtle thirsts.

If there was more desire to be conjured,
I made it. Without hesitation, without disbelief.
Is that what lovers do? Throw
themselves against each other like
fleshy waves against coastal rock.
The spray ofdesperation never subsides.

Are my ears not yours to command? They fill
themselves like air in the lungs of newborn finches.
And as I breathe, not my breath, but the breath
of the literate, I wake to the soft snore of poems.
Is this not the taste of love?
This bitter pill of slow defeat dissolving,
tastebuds overworked by love's inevitable return.
There is no case in which this is not the case.

IfI

ofyou, ofonly you,
while you were curled at my side, feet on my belly,
would I want to wake to hold you or
lay still dreaming of the impossible you?
happened to dream
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Caught
So. Here we are, Roshaun. Untidy. Backs against prison corners, gray stone upon sweat.
There's a kiss. Lips. There's heat warming the walls. It's us. We're the heat. Our Battle
Dress Uniforms, soaked. Clinging to us in the night. Oh! Our hands. Our hand penetrate
space. Fingertips on hips. Veins in our hands throbbing, tensing, stretching our skin.
You sneeze; asbestos dust lands on our heads. We laugh, wipe midnight off. Continue
to inspect: fifteen handcuffs, sixteen legcuffs, twelve belly chains and black boxes.
Checkmarks like come-hither fingers. Off duty, three hours away. There's no way we can
wait. An empty cell, an inmate snoring two cells down, we holcl impatience close, sweat
trickles, my eff lobe's between your teeth. Snoring stops. The starch in our BDU's sticks
to us, lets us linger, allows us to flatten out eros. The cell no longer safe. Backside of the
tier now, no way we can wait out the night. The heat's unbearable! Cameras fog on shifts
like these. No way can the Guard Commander see us push against each other in the rear
of 7 tier. Dusty cell block fencing bending, our boots stomping upon cigarette break
butts. A piece of your neck hair tongues my mouth, makes me spit-cough, makes laugh
lines ripple. A lake of prison nights caught between husband and wife.
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Push to Signal
She chews gum like I want to, Yellow, Red, Green.
Instead I chew silently, chew incessantly,

chew thoughts all day, without flavor.
Push to signal

Across the street
lights signal a paused hand
hello. I want to wave.
She looks like you
without me

waiting alone,
the wave inside
gnaws like traffic.

I feel water
inside of me and wonder
where it's flowing, where
is the carbon, the magnesium;
traces ofarsenic

stick in my heart
like bubblegum.
This time next eon
we will have water flowing
agun,just by accident though.
The Earth convulses,
shudders as I step offthe curb.
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As Safe As One Can Get In A Marriage

At the inmate barber shop. Inmate Robinson---pulls a straight tszor. V/e joke how easy it
would be for me to die sitting in this beat up barber's chair. I remember how before his
life sentence was overturned he'd joke with me about how hard it must be to marry
another guard, a black woman. You got it easy, my man. Your wife's got every swínging
dick wrapped around her fingers. She and you safe. Robinson's dark forefinger and
thumb hold my head still. Don't want to cut ya. The blade scrapes miniscule blond dead
skin and shaving cream-all in a seamless arc. His hands as tender as my wife's kisses.
I remember how much of an asshole Robinson was to other guards down in 4 Base 2Tier
Right. I remember how he first fucked with me: him shuffling along in his hand and
legcuffs, his belly chain snug; me holding his left arrn so he wouldn't fall or fight. After
each step forward, one foot would pause next to his other, forcibly holcling me close.
He'd hum the wedding march and ask Are we gonnafuck tonight? I'd say no, show him
the gold on my finger. Robinson's laugh is slightly different in the barber shop. Less
brick, more gravel. In the mirror I see him smiling with the straight taz,or. He's fucking
with me again. Never get a divorce, mon; you'd never survive without her.
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AT THE ENI)
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How Not to Write a Military Prison Poem
after Bruce Lack
Never enter.
Never sign the contract, your blood
is far too valuable for it to soak
the clean, white emptiness of paper
When the recruiter lies believe him, when
he shares a war story, believe him. As he shakes
your hand and pats you on the back believe
the lies, the encouragement he offers.
As he smiles you out the door, believe the last

lie: You'll

be

fine.

Never believe the man who is eager
for a strip search, a man who's eager
to bend over, spread his cheeks, pull
back his foreskin, open his mouth,
move his tongue around.
He does this because he's aliar.

If you want to believe in something
believe the fist in your face,
believe the blood on your spit-shined boots,
believe the cut wrists that look like hamburger
on top of human steak.
Lie to yourself.
When the bottle's empty
lie to yourself,
when you remember how you blacked out
remember how you blacked out
for the next night's black-out.
There's no metaphor for bars,
when you walk through the gate
you start to suffocate.
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7B2TR
Three eggs sit frying on the cement floor. We laugh so much asbestos dust falls
from our nostrils. Now, the eggs don'tfry fry, but the heat from the boilers undemeath
the United States Disciplinary Barracks' Special Housing Unit rather quickly congeals
clear to white and soft yellow yolk to clammy mustard. Our sergeant snores in the guard
cage as prison-duty metal pedestal fans drone a constant waaaaaaaa, like jet engines
would, if confined to a small room. V/e three are neck deep into our eleventh of twelfth
l2-hour midnight shift. Yeah, we're scrambled. But the eggs keep solidifying, so much
so that they seern fake, like they belong in a window menu. What we should be doing:

taking out our hand-sized Folger-Adam keys, inserting them into tier doors, careful not to
disturb the sleeping habits of inmates, ants, dust bunnies, and those things so miniscule
that they don't have names. We should be looking into each semi-lit cell, watching
chests rise and fall. V/e should be on guard for silence, eyes probing, for hands passing a
blade between cells, for toilet water flooding the tier, slit wrists, blood and urine splashed
onto yolky faces, for the prison waking. But the eggs. Those three fried placid eggs
laugh, and demand diligent inspection.
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Bricks Witness
after Kimiko Hahn's Impunity
lines lifted from "Torture At Abu Ghraib,"
--S. Hersh, The New Yorker. April 30, 2004
Just outside inmate Graner's cell, his piss-wet laundry steams malice, stinks even.
The Muslim laundry workers dehydrated themselves to concentrate their urine.

Prison bricks witness inmates do various things they would question morally...
inmates have different rules.
The bricks of Abu Ghraib witness things they would question morally...
the bricks hear that guards have different rules. Detainees forced to masturbate.
Naked men stacked upon naked men, techniques of torture in Iraq.

Being in a line, one after another, and forcing ejaculate onto the sheets
of inmate Graner's bed, Kansas prison bricks witness inmates do various things
they would question morally, but inmates have different rules.
'Witness:

wires attached to fingers, toes, penises.
Witness: forced sodomy-chem lights, broom sticks, dehumanizations.
Witness: those not trained in interrogation techniques setting the conditions in Iraq
Oh boy! Being put on top of every Muslim's Christmas list at the USDB.
Thumbs up man! Cell bricks can't believe you fucked up man! Good boy!
Inmates have different rules for guards in this prison.

It's
It's

a long way from playing king of the mountain; a long way from Geneva.
a long way from smiling and fucking Private English, erotic touches from the

CIA.
Old bricks witness prisoners being made to do various things...all morally questionable,
all a form of torture when you set favorable conditions to humiliate humans.
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Order in a Season of Storms
Grit teeth / Get your bearing / Plenty of places to hide in prison
Look / Camera zooms on faces / No room to hide in prison
Now I don't know about you / You sure as hell ain't me
It's midnight / The guard cage lQuiet screams in prison
Anal sex / Greasy burnt pine oil / Sweat creeps through bars
Through the protection of darkness / It's really safe in prison
Reading The Exorcist in absolr¡te zero silence i Dim lights
1980's paperback musk / Close enough to bend crosses in prison
Sweat through sheets / Moist fingers making Fibonacci spirals
Squares: book box sink bed cell door block life sentence prison

It's summer here in Kansas / Everybody wants sex / Everybody
Needs that burning / Everybody takes bets on who owns this prison
Guards laugh as eggs fry on basement boiler concrete / Cage free
Brown t-shirts / Pit stains the size of desert salt beds / Hot house
Yeah / You sure as hell ain?t free / No way / Inmates be lucky
Rhythm & repetition / They tell me / It's simple-hard here in prison

The French Connection blasts through tube tv speakers / Rank:
Heavys in the front / Bitches in the back lGuards stand in prison
Sergeant Pessant obsesses about who's fucking his wife right now/
Inmate Wallace wonders which guard will wind up next in prison
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Gravlheurt
There's a revival in the North Woods:

two graying swans of equal posture;
seven mean-as-shit ducks
faster than buckshot;
one lone raven with tears bending
her coal feathers still;
black-capped chickadees, dozens
relocating, their nesting holes cleared
for claustrophobic woodominiums;
three diurnal Northern Hawk owls
taking a gap year, raiding south
for food, the masting of acorns
. allowed a bumper crop of chipmunks;
nine wing-whistling mourning doves
waiting since dawn, waiting to see;
,¿ 996¡9 of crows, all wanting
":;'
a piece of the pie, the best angle;
' a solo Northern goshawk gripping
a headless chipmunk, eating to the tail,
throwing it, watching it thud feather-like;
four seagulls, far from the coast, fighting
over bushy striped tails like fast food'
a monogamous pair of red-breasted
sapsuckers are pissed,
root rot and wind rupturing their homes.

'Ihe wind calls for quiet, wings cease.
Human head and a hand escape earth, moans
The birds cry, blot out the sun, blaze.

Gravlheurt's metal foot cracks the jaw silent,
pushes the carbon-flesh forehead back into the rot.
And behind him, metal mouths scream,
the city-meat-grinder opens arteries.
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Robot Retch Rust
Two tiers down, screaming
And a slight breath escaping
Nighttime
Black screen

I am finding fusion-fields
and the horror
emanates an error-in:sequence

Too sober trance
trace dee-lite around my eyes
pink shade explosion
freak flannel and funk
grimy grunge and a beat
to death attitude
shadow-poke the inner lo-fi
Ima goblin hop a'*'ay from the beginning
SEIZURE WARNING
Lost Zen prepare the backseat

fold it down bring it up
make us human
speech downcycles tongue wagging
application speed root channel
roost below the hi-synth
breaking the vibes the colloquial ribbons
yeah I feel ya

bush

prison paste human arteries
every cell explodes my arm breaks
the needle it scratches my fav-tune
down my arm tattoo
How many times does this fuking reality
bleed through my robot arm is bleeding
the good times
fine be that way
like little S's incomplete
8up muthafuking 8up

one. more. time.

One more time
I teal screams fi'om my breath
One more time
I ask whal.'s going on insitle
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I'll hallucinate

The snare beat twigs
Copy that error she says
The needle jumps and jumps and jumps
I celebrate the needle in me
I'm getting all upgrades all I ever wanted
to die for
fake fur
fuk-in-genius
I'm all over that space cowboy
funoy and fake with glasses to kill for

DJing for my soul right now
I'm going blind with all your back alley angles
pendulum
catapult
and
18
To be old and dead
I love
crime cþ nights and bass in my balls
Don't interfere with me becoming
Bring back all those flavors I love the best from the street corner
Mama says chill, as if there was a beat
eggs running off this page
and a stench we could see from the river
bed-naked and foul, if I could only see ya

if the beat only broke

me backwards

I'd fìnd my way past
broken hardware
cut fingers
smoked up hard-ass
and the tips of bones inserted
in my ears
I don't wanna hear whatcha gotta say to me

If only the beat was like rust in my
clouded back-and-forth blink

eyes

the teals don't exactly hurt

once your face's all muscle-metal

Two wet dreams make me rust, see colors and scream
Slow down cowboy, it's not tirne to talk about that. it's time to talk about heavy
breathing on the beach
my finger insicle
a hurricane

Don't even get me excited
about that episode where life was a big mouth
spit teeth and the equilibrium it brings
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I never knew life could be electronic
feet first into stereo speakers
head long into the canal lights

we broke the smell of organs crushed by tiny keys banged apart
like a tongue at the disco
appeal to those things way back in the throat
both of us are screaming let us go
swiveling fingers still
want electricity
still want poetry to tap to
the hair on my knuckles
so straight they're elevators

there's a body inside me
all right I am-am I alright
inside me there's something

all voice
listening to
slowly

I am Jonathan's creature
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all string theory
all the theories
repeating

Gravlheurt Speaks
Fuck your cities!
Mine is the black bear caught
in collusion with his dream-fish
flesh screaming sustenance.

I say fuck your cities
to ward off any wish
to be that dream-fish dying
moment-to-moment to begin
consuming gills. We will not
choke on the froth at the altar
you made us hunger at.
Our jaws need not kneel

into prayers not meant for us,
prayers meant to keep us
asleep in unlit caves,
civilization cracking our homes
Fuck your cities,
savage and enticing,
lined with curbs and careers,
with shops selling completron.

My country is wild
and unspoken for
and she dreams
of ruptured concrete.
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The War Chip
plug it in and go

kill

humans and
robots and
those earmarked
enemy.

let the war
chip crush
brains and
rust meat
like metal.
when life leaves
take it out
jam the program
between
obscene machines,

into those
who haven't
lost use of
carbon fiber
trigger fingers,
whose hearts

haven't yet thumped
against spent

shell fragments.
life's forced out

circuit veins
spark, spurt.
bodies, legs like

cobalt rivers
evaporating.
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Synthetic Cow's

Milk

A robot couple zeros down
a broke road, tar and gravel and grass indistinguishable.

They don't care, the one lane road
was abandoned before they breathed
l9o/o Oxygen.

Their skinless digits feel for the other's
coldness in the late autumnal afternoon G2V-type starlight
Radiation holds at 1,370 Wlmz

Metallic hands clasp, a ting spooks the cows. Their rustless mouths moo.
Afraid-milk tastes oily
The couple remembers:
the teats slope down like stalactites,
hard-deliberate, soft robotic hands
fitting under the udder, gleaming
shimmer-code with each tug-stroke
metal-milk hits the bucket, ting.
The soot in the air's at .4o/o;inthe cities the carbon-flesh burn themselves.
Drip, drip, drip to dust.
The cows and couple meet at stone-fence, greet each other

A squishy scraping sound
cuds in unison, content. CH¿
levels low enough, measured
in machine breath, milked
like last days on Earth.
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Coyote
Coyotes howl at my bedroom window
and I am ecstatic at the prospect
of dying in the dark. I want
to touch their fur and fàngs,
caress them into submission.
Songs as unnatural as tar,
lights out to hear them better.
For a moment they are quiet,
searching for my still-fear.
Between their cries
I walk into their mouths.

I can't wait to walk in the city,
walk on pavement and brick,
walk where people have spit
their kisses against the dreams
of the young and the old. Animal
dream-spit drying next to tears.
I walk the city, hear the sides
of buildings bear their truth like fangs.

I hear air conditioners bleed into mouths,
I hear wind through screens growl,
I hear a baby laughing, and I laugh, and she laughs, and I laugh.
In the distance I hear the slow drip of carseach wave honks, revs, speeds up, drains me.
I sense I'm about to step in shit, and skip.
I sense the homeless man I smiled at
stuck out his tongue as I passed.

Coyotes munnur in the city
waiting for me to submit,
to step and step, and to step
into the stories of humans.
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rêverie inadaptée
out the window in the crook of a spruce
I see a Y-shaped branch still-caught

looks like cut rope
stiff from weather
season after season of storms
that branch never budges
never lets go
in the tree I see
inactivity
as brittle as a dream
there's new growth at the tips of the spruce
and on certain days I pinch off those tips
sun soak them for months

the beer's just barely refreshing
fighting in my mouth my breath
stupor-shakes and ushers
the deadened branch to wake
and crows bat the air
so slowly they seem frozen

their caws won't reach my wilted ears till
they pass the frame of the dream-window
yet that day-dead branch screams at me
and screams at me to wake but
I can't listen cause I'm dreaming
and I can't breathe cause I'm dreaming
and I can't move cause I'm dreaming
and I can't speak cause I'm dreaming
and I can't hear you calling Jonathan
for all along I was daydreaming
my death in a tree
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THERE IS ONE
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Prisonegg
In the middle of fly-over country, atop a ridge running parallel to a slow-moving mucky
river, within the false security of stone, mortar, and ancient brick ramparts, and down
below where the boilers heat the floor, where inmates are drugged, are handcuffed daily,
and are occasionally removed forcibly from their cells, four military guards laugh as an
egg fries on the winter-grey painted cement floor. The twelfth day of their last twelvehour midnight shift nears, sweat in their brown t-shirts dries rings of white around their
necks, under their arms. They are past delirium, more akin to silt from compressed brick.

Sleep comes in summer
for these men, for these men hang
their dreams in winter.

We live on the second floor of a bomb shelter and out the window, across the street,
looming brick by brick and blotting out both dawn and dusk, is a prison. Behind, the
evening sun hangs on the horizon pulling the last sweltering moments from the day; at
dusk sirens sing like nursery rhymes. Is it a tornado, or a bomb? No matter, we always go
outside to look. Through the night, politicians and generals amend battle plans. And when
the morning sun creeps back, waking those on guard duty, waking those souls in prison
but not behind bars, we wish it had been the bomb and not the tornado.

Blowing past the rain
the bough breaks, the leaf is just
as red in July.

The 2002 video is full of grainy pride. Violence exasperates the air, no one breaths. In the
prison control room, three guards clench their hands like a grenade, a fourth sits back,
observing. They play the YouTube video for a seventh time. Let the Bodies Hit the Floor
blurts out from the computer speaker, nothing wrong with me. A bird's eye view of
justifications, the pilot's commentary, distant and surgical. But in the control booth the
voices say fucking sand nigger and get that towelheød. The fourth soldier gags, gags like
Alex on stage reaching for tits and getting his ass kicked instead. And after three minutes
thirty-nine seconds, Dragula starts digging through the ditches; the shouts, ad mortem,
still collage pieces of state sanctioned porno.

Prisoneggs neatly
held hostage in a soft flat

suÍrmer tornado.
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Growth
aft er Taniknw ø Shuntar o

forty
I know not a thing about the future
age

age forty-three

I only know the present

as

thinning hair

age forty-seven

I see my ex-wife;

she has a

family

age forty-seven

The ink's dried on my tree
age forty-seven

And there are smudges whistling past
age

forty-eight

I can see a chickadee's song when I'm still
age forty-nine

Those around me start to die, in groups of me
age

fifty

I expectedly

see Death;

I give him

a

high five
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Reading Arthur C. Clarke, Sipping Hot Cocoa

I remember you crying
at Christmas, unwrapping
Rendezvous with Ramq
in your Saturn V pajamas

The paperback copy still snelled
of grandfather's cherry pipe tobacco,
each cloud \ryarm in the infrared,
heavy enough to turn tears to snow
{<

You write to me each night
while you work dawn to dawn
on the James V/ebb Sunshield.
Each word is like the '98 snowstorm

we got lost in. All hope like '08
It's night here in '20. Good
she says.

I'm looking forward;

stars need total dark to be seen.
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The Impermanence of Being Alone

forget-me-not

I invite my young cousin and his girlfriend
to walk the coastline beyond Winslow Park.
We climb down the tree-root-step embankment,
let our toes recede within the soft sand of the tide's
outgoing wake. Living crabs remain still like the
dead ones, until prodded by the removal of a perfect
stone to skip on the bare skin of the Atlantic.
I

ask him: which do you prefer to live
next to? Theforest or the ocean?
He laughs, slants his back slightly, winds his arm up.
The forest, but this isn't too bad either.

And I think how I could have had a son
like him, a daughter like her.
I watch them play at their future
and know that my own receding tide
is like a September stone skipped.

marigold
My niece and I share a joint at the summit
of Bradbury Mountain. The daytime moon
greets us with a wink and we laugh.
October is a good time for family.
Our legs hang over a large glacial remnant,
our feet approve of the opposing gravity
and she asks what life is like at forty.
I tell her it's like getting out of prison.

I often think that my own daughter
would have been like her-wily, unafraid,
easy to talk with. I recount to her my dreams
uf a daytirne ilItltln ancl a wisp
of laughing smoke and a mountain.
I warn myself that right now
is like a leaf turning red as it falls.
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Fall's breath comes like

a blanket.
Each leaf, sullen and gentle, reminds me
that rebirth is still too far away.

chrysanthemum

I forgot that today is family day
at the art museum at Bowdoin College.
An attendant asks me if the boy
playing hide and seek behind me is mine.
The boy stops to hear my answer.
I have no children.
Oh, I'm sorry.
Me too.

The father in me fidgets.
Eons from now the sun swallows
a family name easily forgotten.
Sometimes I think I am a man
realizing I am two different days
sharing the same calendar square.
Some days I feel I am November,
and that my only children will be me.
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Monday Morning Words w/ Kids

Words

withAna

door like a heart,
neither quarrelling nor crying
through pursed lips.

they'd heard
people for many miles,
and what about
the right of people
to be secure

...maybe...
a shameful condition.

he didn't think

-well,
oflndependence.

I have since become
joyous daybreak.
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Words with Samira

Chairs,
and lots and lots

of them
in the shape of circles and cylinders, and triangles
wound on and on,
nastiest things in this story.

*

May he who eats
begin kneading.
He didn't say another word.

:È

unnamed, shifting
I remember being very careful never to
lay awake,
seared with flames,
maybe...it was something to do with
compromises and a heart.

And she
had brought with

it clouds.
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Il'ords with Toni

fram Cesaire's A Tempest
he who eats
be aecursed

forget him
if you dare

he'll tear off your roof
greetings

I knowyou
brothers in hope
what good will it do you to struggle?
what about you
patience
day by day,
one thing: my freedom

in the distant future

tomorrow doesn't interest me
okay?
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I4/ords with Selma

after Maya Angelou

A free bird leaps,
his shadow on a nightmare scream
sings of freedom.

But a caged bird stands on the grave of dreams
and his tune is

ittäl

fearrur trill.

The caged bird sings
in the orange sun rays,
on the back of the wind
and dares to claim the sky
The free bird thinks of another breeze
till the current ends
and his tune is heard
on the distant hill

But a bird that stalks
down his narrow cage
and dips his wing

of things unknown
and he names the sky his own,

his bars of rage
of things unknown
and the fat worms waiting on a dawn bright lawn
sings of freedom,
so he opens his throat to sing,
his feet are tied,
so he open his throat to sing.
for the caged bird
can seldom see through,
for the caged bird
on the distant hill,
his wings are clipped and
his wings are clipped and his feet are tied.
The caged bird sings
and the trade winds soft through the sighing trees
and floats downstream

but longed for still
but lcnged for still.
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I Thought I \ilould Make It To The End
I sit in the bleachers with my 4th graders waiting
for their friends to graduate. Those

5th graders

that

showed them how to act like an elbow, how to shrug
a teacher's advice, how to pretend to care

off

enough to graduate with honors, how to speak English
better than their parents; they know more American

history than the president they laugh at each day,
calling him orange ancl Hitler in the same breath.

I sit in class listening

you call each other
fat or whore or bitch or fatherless in Afghani,
as

in Somali: pig or clog or faggot or barbarian.
At recess you'd tell me what those words meant.
ooThem

there are fighting words!"
You use that American idiom so well.

I wonder if the

5th graders passed

that on

and where they learned it from. YouTube?

Tik Tok? CNN? At the park where siblings play
at being grown? In the homes of American ghosts?
When the 5th graders start to march, two by two,
smile-hugging each of you, I tum to see

Melody and Faduma and Yousra, eyes the color of cherries
dewed. I see no holding back. I see them nest. I see space
between Abdullah and David and Mahdi, the absence of air
holding back, boys don't cry, where did you hear that from?
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September l2th,1976
There's ritual in sound:
arms up; air in like
bees romancing asters.
7lb maul, breath cleaving,
blunt blade cracking oak apart
into uniquely unequal halves:
one travels back into the wood pile,
one teeters on the worn stump.

Inhaling,I taste the wood \ileep,
the stump weeps with each dead thump.
I can taste its exhale,
its last life with each axe swing.
What words can I say now
that in winter I wouldn't
dare say to each log

I place into the fire?
Moisture builds on my widow's
peak, on spiderweb brows.
The work is getting
hard. Is it the cutting that causes
the breaking? I imagine my dead
corpse being struck repeatedly
without remorse, with enough
care not to split me
into uselessness.

Yet there's an energy shining
through ancient oaks.
I take a bath inside
those September leaves
still as green and heavy as living breath.
Outside a cluster of one sided pines,
two maples, uprooted in August storms,
wait for me, wait for my axe,

wait to warm me in February.

lVhich koan will I be:
Sweating over an infamy of ash.
Chopping myself into pieces to survive.

6L

Just So. On a Park Bench.In Tokyo.

I may have watched LosÍ in Translation
once. Or twice. Or enough times
to believe I can speak Japanese.

I may have gotten heat stroke
walking to Meiji-jingu shrine,
no amount of coin throwing
could alleviate the cherry
blossoming of my head.
Today I may write.
A poem.
On a garden bench
in Shiba Park,
the smell of dogwood shade,
tiny bells singing.

I may fall
in love with

a bell
ringing next to me

She may be reading

the art of being ALONE,
legs crossed,
a sun shaped bell bouncing.

I may be thinking
marriage and kids
and cold evenings
in an apartment
the size of two
closets, paper thin
walls, our neighbors
screaming at us

to stop moaning.
She may be sitting.

On a bench. Next to me.
In Tokyo. Just so.
I'm not really alone.
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